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I. INÎRODUCTION

Abstract. This paper compares two methods of measuring the fin¡sh of pre-
cision machined optical surfaces: the older, well-established mechanicalstylus
gauge and a recently developed optical gauge using interference microscopy.
Results are found to be in good quantitative agreement for both random and
periodic surface features, provided that appropriate filtering procedures are
included ¡n the data analysis to account for the differing transfer f unctions and
bandwidths of the two measurement techniques. These results affirm the use
of these techniques for the quant¡tative measurement and specification of
machined optical surfaces.

Subject terms: surface metrology; precisíon machining; diamond turning; single-point
machining; surface finish; profilometry; machined optics.
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The optical stylus mcasurements were made usinga trVyko model
l(XX) noncontacting profiling microscope.,r This instrument mea-
sures the surface profile by determining the phase variations of the
light reflected normally from the surface and converting them into
height variations using

z(x) =f ø*l ,

where À = 0.6328 ¡rm is the mean measuring wavelength. As pre-
viously,l measurements were made at Wyko Optical, Inc. (Tucson,
Arizona) using a stock instrument with a 20X objective.

Raw profile data from each measurement were recorded and
analyzed at Brookhaven National laboratory (Upton, New york)
using routines developed under the aegis ofthe National Synchro-
tron Light $6r¡¡çe.1.5.0 Results are discussed here in terms of two
profile statistics: the power spectral density and bandwidth-limited
values of the root-mean-square (rms) roughness. These were chosen
because of their direct relationship with functional performance of
the surfaces when used in an optical system. The first is a one-to-one
mapping of the scattered-light intensity, and the second is directly
related to the total integrated scatter (TIS) or Strehl factor.s.r

The test surfaces, germanium and silicon disks supplied by
Pneumo Precision, Inc. (Keene, New Hampshire), were nominally
flat, finished by single-point fly cutting. Machined surfaces werè
chosen because.they exhibit both random and periodic features and
because profile data taken across the lay of such surfaces are more
directly interpreted than those of polished surfaces.5-s

The surfaces used had finishes õf the order of 50 to | 00 Å , chosen
to fall comfortably within the measurement ranges of the instru-
ments rather than to represent the state of the art of finishing. A
discussion ofstate-of-the-art surfaces is given in another paper in this
collection.c Although the two sets of test surfaces wêre machined
under similar conditions, their surface textures were very different:
the finish of the germanium was mainly in the form of low-frequency
random roughness while the silicon showed high-frequency periodic

( t )

This paper discusses the analysis of surface profile measurements
and compares mechanical and optical stylus measurements of two
types of test surfaces. It confirms and extends the results of a paper
on the same subject published previously.t

The mechanical stylus measurements were made using the dig-
itized Talystep* at the National Bureau of Stand¿rds in ôaitheri-
burg, Maryland.z'¡ This instrument measures the surface profile by
drawing a fine diamond-tipped stylus across the surface and convert-
ing its vertical motion into an electrical signal by an electromechani-
cal transducer. This is the same instrument used earlier,r except for
cleaning of the lead screw and replacement of the stylus tip.
Gñ-in ircr. of commercial equipment arc identified in this paper to specify experi-
mental?rocedurcs. In nocasedoes such identification imply rccógliition ofendórseårent
by the Department of Defense or the Department of Commerce.

'vited Paper ME-103 received Nov. 15, t984; revised manuscript received Feb. I 3. l9g5:
:epted for publicarion Feb. I 5, 1985; received by Managing llditor Feb. 2g, | 9S5. Thi;

¿p9r rs a revision of Paper 508-13 which was presented at the SPIE conference on
Production Aspectsof Single Point Machined Optics, Aug.23-24,1984, San Diego, CA.
t h€_papjr presen-ted rhere appeårs (unrefereed) in SPIE Proceedings Vol. 509.-e 1985 Sæiety of Photo-Opìical Instrumenrarion Engineers.
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Fig.3. Trander function¡ for l¡noar moatur€m€ntr.

Fig. l. Nomarski m¡crophotograph of th€ gefman¡um tost surfaco. Th€
long dimension in the photograph i¡ 240 pm.

Fig.2. Nomarcki microphotograph of the s¡licon test ¡urface. The bands
conerpond to the 3.4 pm tool feed.

roughness. As discussed below, this complementarity provides a
sensitive test of our understanding of the measurement process.

Figures I and2 are Nomarski microphotographs of the germa-

nium and silicon surfaces, respectively. The tool marks on the ger-

manium surface are fairly random, while the striking bands in the
photograph of the silicon surface clearly show the 3.4 pm tool-feed
spacing. These differences in texture are also very conspicuous to the

eye: the germanium appears smooth, while the silicon appears rough
and displays diffraction colors.

2. LINEAR MEASUREMENTS

The measurement process may be viewed as a mathematical
operation:

Z m e a s u r e d : M Z o b j e c t '  Q )

where M is a measurement operator andZ,in our case, is the surface
profile. A good measurement is one for which M is in the unit
operation over as wide an operating range as possible.

The most desirable measurements are l inear; that is, sine waves
are measured with no harmonic distort ion. In that case, Eq. (2) takes
the form of a convolut ion in real space:

Z*."rur"¿(x) = M(x)*Zo6¡.",(x) ,

or, equivalently, a simple multiplication in frequency space:

Z,,,"".ur"¿(Ð : t*¡(0zoujot(Ð ,

where the overbar denotes the Fourier transform. M(x) is then the
measurement impulse response, and M(f) is its transfer function.
Because of the simple multiplicative form of Eq. (4), it is convenient
to compare measurement systems in the frequency domain.

We take the mechanical gauge to behave as a linear measuring
instrument over its operating range as defined in the following sec-
tion. The optical gauge may be shown to behave as a linear instru-
ment in the smooth-surface limit

ffi..,,

(3)

(4)

(5)

where Zrn . is the root-mean-square roughness. Details will be pub-
lished elsewhere.

Figure 3 is a sketch of canonical forms of measurement transfer
functions. The perfect curve, A, is unity forall frequencies-a practi-
cal impossibility. Curve B is the ideal curve-unity over as wide a
range as possible and zero outside. Curve C is a realistic curve-the
measurement is sensitive to a more-or-less welldefined range of
frequencies with a frequency{ependent transfer function. Curve C
can be transformed into a practical approximation of curve B by
careful hardware design or, as discussed below, by processing the
measurement data in subsequent software.

The ide¿l measurement situation would occur when the frequency
content of the object being measured falls completely within the
bandpass of the measurement apparatus, in which case the mea-
surement result would be transparent to the technique used. ln the
case of surface roughness, the opposite situation holds: the rough-
ness is spread over a wide range of surface wavelenghs-from
atomic diameters to the diameter of the workpiece-wider than the
bandpass of any single measurement technique. In that case, the
comparison and interpretation of measurements must necessarily
take into account their differing transfer functions.

The following section discusses the bandwidth limits of the two
instruments used here, and following that, the forms of their transfer
functions.

3. EXTREME AND EFFECTIVE BANDTVIDTH LIMITS

The bandwidth limits of profile measurements are determined by the
total trace length and the sampling interval. If the trace length L is
sampled at N equally spaced points, the extreme surface frequencies
included in the measurement are

f$¡lreme¡ : fNyquisr =

¡(e¡treme) : 
| 

,'m ln  
L

(ó)
N
I

The effective values lie within these limits byamounts that depend on
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TABTE l. Measurement Paramstsror

lnstrumont

Mechanical
Optical

Number of Sampled Points
N

, ¿IOOO
1024

Total trace length
L

1500
665

Sampling interval
L,/N

0.375
0.649

Effective 1/f.",
4L/N

1 .5
2.6

Effeaive 1,/f'''¡n
L/2

750
333

rAll d¡stanc€s ¡n mícrometers

details of the measurement process.
The effective low-frequency cutoff is determined by the fact that

the raw profile data must be detrended to remove spurious piston
(constant), tilt (linear), and possibly power (quadraticlcontributions
introduced during the measurement process. This is usually done by
subtracting a least-squares polynomial fitted to each data set. It can
be shownt that this operation is equivalent to a high-pass filtering
operation that eliminates the frequenc] f : 0 and attenuates the
frequency f -- | lL, but passes higher frequencies essentially unaf-
fected. For this reason, we choose the effective low-frequency limit to
be twice the extreme value given in Eq. (6).

The effective high-frequency limit is determined by the fact that
any signal lying above the Nyquist frequency [Eq.(ó)] is not elimi-
nated, but appears as an alias within the measurement range at the
frequency

falias :2f¡r 'u¡.1 -f . (7)

Welldesigned measurement systems include an antialiasing filter to
attenuate or eliminate frequencies above the Nyquist frequency
before the sampling operation in order to eliminate such effects. It is
the properties of these antialiasing mechanisms that determine the
effective upper frequency limit.

In the case of the mechanical gauge, antialiasing filtering is
accomplished by the electrical and mechanical properties of the
stylus instrument. Its transfer function has been measureds and was
found to follow closely that of a simple low-pass filrer:

The value of do, the spatial wavelenglhfor 50Voamplitude attenua-
tion, is O.862 pm. The finite size of the stylus tip also attenuates the
measurement of short surface wavelenghs but does not place a
significant limitation on the present study since its measured width is
only of the order of 0.5 pm. In particular, the estimated tip curvature
is significantly greater than the rms curvature of the test surfaces
obtained by evaluating the fourth moments of their profile power
spectra. The procedure for evaluating the latter is discussed in Ref. l.

In the case of the optical gauge, antialiasing is accomplished by
the finite resolving power of its optical microscope and the sampling
aperture ofthe photodiode array in its focal plane, as discussed in the
following section.

To stay within the bandwidth limits imposed by the various
filtering operations, we take the effective range of surface frequencies
to lie a factor of two within the extreme values given in Eq. (6); that is

¡{effect) - 
L 

,- m i n  
L

(e)
I N

f ( e l t e c t ) : : f - .  .  : _ .' 
max 2 

^Nyqulst 
4L

Numerical values of these frequencies and other parameters of the
measurements discussed beloware given in Table I. These show that
although the bandwidth limits of the two measurement techniques
are different, so that raw measurements are not directly comparable,
there is a considerable region of overlap over which quantitative
comparisons can be made.
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4. TRANSFERFUNCTIONS

The behavior of the transfer function of the mechanical measure-
ment at its low- and high-frequency limits has been discussed above
and in Ref. 5. We take its value between the effective limits to be
unity. A more detailed analysis would include effects of a variable
transfer function in a manner similar to that discussed below for the
optical gauge.

The shape of the transer function of the optical gauge is deter-
mined by three principal factors: the f¡nite temporal coherence of the
light used, the properties of its optical system, and the finite pixel size
ofthe photodiode array in its focal plane. The total transfer function
of the measurement is then the product of three factors:

t"t(Ð : ú"oh"r"n""úopticsúarray ( t0)

We now examine these factors individually.
The instrument uses fìnite bandwidth light to eliminate interfer-

ence effects: À : 0.6328 t 0.0200 ¡rm. The parametèr describing
the contrast attenuation due to a wavelength spread of AÀ about À is

* . " *

However, the surfaces considered here satisfy the Rayleigh smooth-
ness condition, Eq. (5), in which case coherence effects are negligible.
That is, for our measuremènts

( l  t )

t
M(Ð : 

l +(fdJ
(8)

M"oh"r"no(Ð : I (t2)

The phase-to-intensity transfer function of the optical system
depends on optical and structural details that are not readilyaccessi-
ble. For the present purposes, we model this as a simple triangle
function:

úopti"r(Ð = l -fdr".o¡, (13)

where

4 À
d r e s o t : ; 2 N A  ( 1 4 )

and NA is the numerical aperture of the objective. For the 20X
objective used in the present measurements, NA : 0.4, from which
it follows that dr.ro¡ : I ,¡m. Equation (13) is simply the textbook
form of the intens'iiy+o-intensity modulation transfer function of a
simple lens linearized by extrapolating its tangent at zero frequency,
which accounts for the factor of 4l n An obvious refinement would
be to use the full algebraic form appropriate for the annular aper-
turer0 resulting from the presence of the reference mirror in the
microscope objective.

Each pixel ofthe photodiode array in the optical gauge integrates
the intensity of the image over an essentialty square aperture with a
side length of approximately L/N : 0.65 ¡rm when projected onto
the surface being measured. In the instrument used here each mea-
surement point corresponds to the average of two adjacent pixels'
The resulting array transfer function is then
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This function is unity at low frequencies and goes through its first
zÊro at the Nyquist frequency of the array.*

At the effeótive high-irequency limit (Table I), the three amplitude-
transfer-function faõtors in pq. (lO) have the values 1,0'615, and

0.637, respectivety, giving a total attenuation of0.392' At the surface
wau"tengitt of 3.4 ¡rm-the period of the tool marks in Fig' 2-the
cor..rpoiding factors are l, 0.706, and 0 -777 ' gvrnga total attenua-
tion oi O.S¿g.lttenuations of this magnitude require correction"

To compensate for the nonconstant transfer function of the opti-
cal gauge, ïe include a restoration filter in the data analysis that

conJistiof the frequencylomain inverse filter

sin(2zrfLlN) ( t5)ú"..r{Ð =
2¡rfllN

ú¡n""rs.(Ð : tvto],,.r{Ðv-Lr(Ð (tó)

@e germanium rurface.

In principle, this filter can be used at freguencies above the effective
maximum given in Tabte I. However, it diverges at the extreme
frequency tEq. (ó)1, which corresponds to a surf¿ce wavelength of
1.3 pm, änì ås a practical matter, we cut it off at 2 r¿m to avoid
tpuiiour noise effeìts. At that point the total amplitude restoration
fäctor is4.575, corresponding to a power restoration factor of20'93'

5. DATA PROCESSING

Raw data from each instrument are first detrended by subtracting a
least-squares quadratic fitted to the individual data sets' The
detrended profiles (residuals) are then plotted to give the unrestored
finish profiìe. These profiles are then passed through the restoration
filter, 

-which 
involves Fourier transformation using the FFT algo-

rithm, multiplication by the restoration filter, and inverse transfor-
mation. Thé resulting restored profiles are also plotted'

In the mechanical case, the restoration filter involves simple
multiplications by unity, and the restored and unrestored profiles are
identícal. In the óptical case, restoration involves multiplication by
the inverse frlter in Eqs. (13) through (ló) for frequencies up to

. 0.5 pm-l and by zero for higher frequencies.
'ihe restored residuals are then multiplied by a Hamming data

window and the periodogram spectral estimate is formed by comput-
ing the square magnitude ofthe Fourier transform ofthe product'

Tñi. rp"ót.u- is ihen plotted over the extreme range of surface
frequencies spanned by the measurement technique involved'

ilandwidt'h-timitedistimates of the rms surface roughness, slope,
and curvature are then computed by evaluating weighted integrals
(sums) ofthe spectrum over sèlected ranges ofsurface frequency' It is

ihe comparisoì of these quantities, measured over the same ranges

for eachìnstrument, that offers the most sensitive test of the equiva-
lence of the different measurement techniques.' 

The mathematical expressions for the operations described above
are given in Ref. l.

6. RESULTS FOR THE GERMANIUM SURFACES

Figures 4 and 5 show the raw and restored optical profiles^of the
gelnanium test surface shown in Fig. l. Only the first 500 ¡rm
iO.S mm) section'of the profile is shown, although the full range of

ùOS ,rtn was used in theãnalysis. The vertical scale corresponds to

t60b Å. The two profiles are essentially identical, although close
examination showi that the restored profile does have greater fine
structure.

Figure 6 is a section of a mechanical profilg of the same surface
plotted on the same scale as in Figs.4 and 5. Although a one-to-one
òomparison with the preceding profiles is impossible since they were
taken at different points on the surface, it is clear that there is a strong
"statistical" simiúrity between the mechanical and optical data' In
detail, however, the mechanical profile appears to show even greater

Fiõ3:Tottõred ven¡on of tho opt¡cal profile in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. Mechanical profile of tfre germanium ¡urfaco.

fine structure than does the restorçd optical profile.
The proper way to appreciate these differences is to see how the

roughnéss ipowei" is the distributed among different surface fre-
queicies, thãt is, by looking at the spectral distributions of the
profiles.' 

Figures 7, 8, and 9 are logJog plots of the periodograms ofthe
three-profiles shown in Figs. 4, 5, and !, respectively. The vertical
scale iuns between l0-7 and l0-l ¡¡m+l (ó decades), and the hori-
zontal frequency scale runs from l0-3 to 2 pm-l (3*decades)- These

OPTICAL ENGINEERING / Mav/Junø 1985 ,/ Vol. 24 No' 3 / 391

I

a

a

N

* Eqution ( I 5) differs from Eq. ( | 4) in Ref. I by the presence oftheaspcct ratio of 2 in the

arsument oi the sinc function to account for the two-pixel averaglng menttoned aDove'
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Fig.9, Periodogram of the mechanical profile in Fig. 6.

wide ranges are required to display the full character ofthe structure
found in these surfaces.

The three spectra are very similar except at high frequencies,
which, in the germanium sample, represent only a small fraction of
Ìs total roughness. Figures 7 and 8 show the important amplification

;ffects of the restoration filter at short wavelengths and its ultimate
cutoff at 2 ¡rm. The mechanical data, which extend to a wavelength of
0.75 ¡tm, are clearly in better agreement with the restored than with
the unrestored optical data over common frequency ranges.

392 / OPTICAL ENGINEERING / May/June 1985 / Vol. 24 No. 3

The spectral lines at a wavelength of about 3 ¡.rm that appear in
each spectrum are the fundamentál of the tool marks'periodicity,
which is hard to discern in the Nomarski microphotograph and is
unrecognizable in the surface profiles. These spectral lines are of the
order of two or three frequency bins wide, the natural linewidth for
the Hamming data window. The additional lines at 1.9 pm in the
optical spectrum and at 0.9 ¡rm in the mechanical spectrum are taken
to be spurious since they do not appear in other profiles of the same
surface.

7. RESULTS FOR THE SILICON SURFACE

Figures l0 and I I show the raw and restored optical profiles of the
silicon surface shown in Fig. 2. In this case, only the firsl lfi) ¡rm
section ofthe profile is shown, although again the full óó5 ¡rm ofdata
were used in the analysis. The vertical scales are again tó00 Ã.

The conspicuous periodicities in the profiles correspond to the
approximately 3 ¡¿m tool feed. However, there are two obvious
differences in the profiles: the restored version has a larger ampli-
tude, and the shape of the oscillations is smoother. ln particular, the
notch that frequently appears on the leadingedges ofthe peaks in the
unrestored profile is missing in the restored version.

Figure 12 is a mechanical profile of the same surface plotted on
the same scales. Superficially, it is very different from either of the
optical profiles; it has a much larger peak-to-valley distance, the
peaks and valleys are sharper, and a distinct intermediate peak
appears between the major ones. To appreciate the source of these
differences, we examine the spectra of these profiles.

Figures I 3, I 4, and I 5 are the periodograms of the profiles shown
in Figs. 1 0, I l , and 1 2, respectively, on the same scales as the earlier
spectra.

Figure I 3 shows a pair ofvery sharp and intense lines that are the
fundamental and fïrst harmonic of the 3 ¡rm tool feed. In Fig. 14, the
first harmonic is cut off by the 2 pm cutoff of the restoration filter,
leaving only the fundamental. This accounts for the simlutaneous
amplification and smoothing of the shape of the oscillations in Fig.
I l. It does not appear as a smooth sinusoid in Fig. I I because the
plotting routine uses a linear rather than a Whittaker interpolation
scheme for connecting the discrete data points.

The mechanical data, Fig. 15, show the intense fundamental and
the first harmonic of the tool feed, as well as the second and third
harmonics. It is the presence of these higher harmonics in the
mechanical measurements that lead to the greater amplitude and
detail of the profile in Fig. 12.

The peaks of the mechanical lines are of the order of two to four
frequency bins wide, which is again comparable with the natural
Hamming width. However, they have considerably broader bases
than do the optical lines, due, presumably, to the fact that the
mechanical measurements involve a dynamic measurement system,
which is subject to vibration and drive-rate fluctuations.

Comparison of the three spectra over common frequency ranges
shows clearly that the restored optical spectrum is in much better
agreement with the mechanical data than is its unrestored version.

t. QUANTITATIVE FINISH PARAMETERS

Surface profiles and spectra provide valuable complementary views
of surface topography. Profiles can reveal extraneous spikes or pits
in the measurement that would be difficult to recognize in the fre-
quency domain. On the other hand, spectra can reveal small periodic-
ities that are invisible in the profile tracings. These representations,
however, are primarily visual and quantitative. A quantitative com-
parison can be made by examining finish parameters evaluated from
the profile spectra over the same ranges of surface frequencies.

Table II lists a number of such parameters derived from the
present series of measurements. Three types of measurements of
three surfaces are compared (top to bottom): unrestored optic¿!,
restored optical, and mechanical measurements of two germanium
surfaces and one silicon surface.

The parameters compared (left to right) are the period of the tool

7. Periodogram of the raw opticrl profile in Fig, 4.

8. Periodogram of the rortorod opt¡cal profile ¡n

n
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Fig. I 3. Periodogram of the raw optical file in Fig. 1O.Fig. 1O. Raw optical profile of the rilicon ¡urface.

Fig. 11. Re¡tored ver¡ion of tùe optical profile in Fig. lô.

Fig. 12. Mechanical prof¡le of the rilicon ¡urfaco.

Fig. 14, Periodogram of tho ro.torod opt¡crl profilo in Fig. l l.

Fig. 15. Periodogram of the mochanical profile in Fig. 'l 2.

marks, the amplitude of their fundamentals, and the rms values of
the surface roughness obtained by integrating the spectral estimates
between the indicated ranges of surface wavelengihs: 2 to lZ pm,
12 to 333 pm, and 2 to 333 pm. The 2 ¡rm limit iJ the cutoff of the
optical restoration filter, l2 pm is the nominal upper limit of conven-
tional TIS measurements made with normal-incidence HeNe light, and
133 ¡m is the effective upper wavetength limit imposed by the qua-
dratic detrending of the optical data.

The last column of Table II gives the wide-open rms roughness
values, that is, the nonequivalent values obtained by analysis of the

unwindowed profile data over the extreme range of surface frequen-
cies determined by the measurement procedures themselvei (cf.
Table I). The numbers in parentheses in the mode column are ih"
numbers of independent measurements used to generate the average
values and standard deviations given in the table.

9. DISCUSSION

The optical and mecha'nical measurements of the 3 pm tool feed are
in excellent agreement for each sample, although there are significant
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TABLE ll. Finish Parametert

Line
position

,¿m

2.759r0.008
2.759+0.008
2.703tO.OO2

3.03510.021
3.035f0.021
2.977

3.4o,2tO.O21
3.¿to2fo.o21
3.345+0.035

Amplitude
fundamental

1.2+ O.1
2.7t O.2
2.61 0.1

(f-1=2-12 rm) {ri =rrlåg3 ¡.m)
rms

(f-1 =2-333 pml
A

33.7+ 2.t
35.5t 2.6
36.7+ 3.3

37.3f 3.6
38.9i 3.7
36.3

44.6+ 1.9
74.1+ 5.8
88.O+11.O

fms
wide open

Ä

35.4t 2.8
36.4X 2.8
37.4t 3.O

38.1+ 2.6
39.3+ 3.6
37.8

51 .1+  O .7
74.2t 5.7

145.7*.14.O

Mode

Raw optical (61
Reslor€d opt¡csl (6)
Mechanical (2)

Raw optical (61
Restored opt¡cal (6)
Mechanical (11

Raw opt¡cal (2)
Restored opt¡cal (2)
Mechanical (3)

1 .91  O .1
3.8r O.2
4.1

37.4X. 4.4
68.1t  7.6
75 .1  +11 .0

32.1X
33.1+
34.0r

36.3+
373t
34.7

zò.t+
21 .3 i
25.8+.

GERMANIUM SURFACE #1
10.3+ O.8
12.8+ 0.8
13.7t O.3

GERMAN¡UM SURFACE #2

3.0
3.0
3.4

3.7
3.8

3.5
3.4
0.5

8.4+ 0.9
11 .O t  1 .O
10.6

SILICON SURFACE
39.2+ 4.0
70.at 7.o
84 .1  t 11 .6

surface-to-surface variations. The 3 Â amplitudes of the fundamen-
tal on the germanium surface are also in very good agrgement after
restoratio;, and are comparable with thi value of 2 ,{ computed
from the tool radius. It is noteworthy that this periodic surface
feature with atomic dimensions is observed with a signal-to-noise
ratio ofroughly 50 to l.

The varióus bandwidth-limited roughness values of the germa-
nium surfaces, including the wide-open values in the last column, are
in good agreement with or without restoration since the finish of
theie surfaces is dominated by long surface wavelengths. Results for
the silicon surface, however, are quite differenu restoration is essen-
tial to get agreement for the high-frequency (zto 12 pm) and broad-
band (2 to 333 ¡rm) values since these are dominated by the
high-fràquency tool marks.-The 

importance of comparing results over equal frequency ranges
. shown diamatically in the last column of the silicon data. Restora-

tion is important, bui even so, the mechanical roughness is still twice
the optical value. The source of this difference lies not in the mea-
surement techniques, but in the "apples-and-oranges'comparison of
data involving different bandwidths.

10. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper discusses surface profile measurements in general,
mechánical and optical measurements in particular, and compares
results obtained with two types of test surfaces: one dominated by
low-frequency random roughness and the other by high-frequency
periodic roughness.' 

The comþarison is made over that overlapping region of fre-
quency-"mpiitude space in which both measurement techniques are
únearând have a common bandpass. The mechanical measurement
is taken to have a constant transfer function over its effective band-
width, while the optical measurementinvolvesa nonconstant response
that attenuates high surface frequencies. To compensate for this,a
first-order model õf the transfer function of the optical instrument is
used to design a simple restoration filter that has been implemented
in software compatible with the commercial instrument.

Qualitative and qr¡antitative comparisons showthe importance.of
restòration effects for broadband méasurements of surfaces contain-
ing significant high-frequency roughness, for the study oftool marks,
an¿ fór ttre extraction offinish information corresponding to large-
angle surface scattering.-Th. 

"g.".ment 
between the results of mechanical and optical

measurem€nts-one sensitive to mechanical properties at immense
pressure and the other to electromagnetic properties at optical fre-
' 

rencies-is extremely gratifying, and affirms the use of these tech-

,. ren€s for the quaniitative measurement and specification of
machined optical surfaces.

Appendix A discusses the effects of surface layers in the optical
-."tut -.nts, and Appendix B addresses the effects of surface
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rotation on linear profile measurements.
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12, APPENDIX A: EFFECTS OF SURFACE LAYERS

The optical gauge measures the phase of the light reflected from the
surfaè bein! eiamined. To convert phase into height we requirea
model. Pq. (t) is based on the model that the surface is a simple
interface: air above and material below.

Real surfacesinvariably involve some sort of chemical orphysical
layers deposited during or after the machining process. In interpret-
ing the piesent measuiements in terms of Eq. (l) we have made the
irñplicit assumption that the effects of these layers are negligible' To

¡usiify ttris we examine a slightly more complicated physical modet a
simple one-layer structure.

ihe additiãn of a layer of thickness t to a bare substrate shifts its

apparent height, as determined by Eq- (l)' according to

À
ztay.*Å : zbar.+ * ú(t) ' (17)

a

where ry'(t) is the phase of

16¡ * r¡2exp(-iqt) exP(*iq")

I * rorrt2exp(-iq¡) r02

Here

( le)

and

N b - N u (20)rab : lfr\

4zr
9 a  A ; N " t  '

is the normal-incidence amplitude reflection coefficient of the a to b
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interface,wherethesubscriptsare Q: air, I : layer,and2 : substrate.
In the thin-film limit, q ( I,

t  t  - N , 2

a : l * i + z r ; ¡ $ + . . . .  ( 2 t )

If the indices of refraction N are real,

I  -N ;z
Z1^r"n6(x) :  Z6^n(x)  +T:¡7t (x)* . . .  ,  (22)

. rtrhere, for simplicity, we have taken the index of air to be unity*-
Surface layers on germanium and silicon consist ofabout 25 Ã of

oxide plus alayer of organic material with N- 1.5 whose thickness
varies from ess.¡:ntially zero after cleaning to something of the order
ofanother 25 Ä after storage and handling. Substituting reasonable
Values for the various indices into Eq. (21), we find that the coeffi-
cient multiplying t(x) lies between 0.6 and 0.8. It follows that the
magnitude of the layer coqtribution to the apparent optical height
could amount to l5 to 40 ,{, which is a signifircant amount.

The analogous expression for mechanical measurements
obviously depends on the mechanical rather than on the optical
properties of the layer. If we write

Z 6 r " n ¿ ( x ) : Z 6 u r " ( x ) * k t ( x ) + . . . ,  ( 2 3 )

there are two obvious extemes: k : I for a "hard" layer and k : 0
for a completely.*soft" one.

The critical quantity is not the total magnitude of the layer
corrections in either Eqs. (22) or (23) but the magnitude of their
fluctuations along the proftle and their correlation with the height
fluctuations of the substrate. A constant layer thickness, for exam-

. ple, would simply shift the apparent substrate profile by a constant
\ amount, which would be unobservable either optically or
' mechanically.

The good agreement between the optical and mechanical mea-
surements observed in the present experiments is attributed to the
fact that over the surface-wavelength region explored, the layer
tracks the substrate, and any differential effect is small and sub-
merged in the experimental error.

However, as measurement accuracy improves and finer and finer
interpretations of measurement data are attempted, one must be
alert to the fact that most surfaces are not simple structures and that
surface layers could lead to significant effects.

13. APPENDIX B: SAMPLE ROTATION

The text considers the case in which the direction of the surface lay
(tool marks) is perpendicular to the direction of the profile measure-
ment. If the sample is rotated through an angle 0 away from that

direction, a given surface wavelength d appears at the longer
wavelength:

d(0,R) :  +[ (R *  a¡z - (Rsine¡21% -  Rcost i ,

where R is the machining radius. In the limit of large R/d,

d
d(d,R) : 

"or0 

'

(24)

(2s)

which is valid for all rotation angles except those veri near 90". In
this way the apparent wavelength can easily be stretched by a factor
of l0 (rotation of 84.3').

The transfer function of the optical gauge is (presumably) circu-
larly symmetric and therefore independent of the sample rotation.
That is, the frequency appearing in Eq. (13) is the true surface
frequency f = l / d rather than the apparent value given by Eqs. (24)
or (25). However, since that transfer function vanishes for wave-
lengths less than I ¡rm for the 20X instrument, the present stretching
technique cannot give useful information about surface wavelengths
shorter than that value.

The transfer function of the array does depend on the angle of
rotation since its pixels are not circularly symmetric. As discusscd in
the text, the pixels are essentially squares that are summed pairwise
to give a rectangular form with an aspect ratio of A = 2. That
quantity appears as a factor in the common argument in the numera-
tor and denominator of Eq. ( l5). In the case of a rotated sample, that
factor A must be replaced by A[cos0 * Asind]-r.

Sample rotation is useful for zooming in on high-frequency pro-
{ile features (such as the fine structure of the 3.4 ¡rm lines in the silicon
surfacæ), for examining wavelength contributions lying between the
I ¡rm microscope cutoff and the 2 ¡rm filter cutoff, and for identifying
aliased lines in the spectrum since they will move to higher rather
than to lower frequencies as the sample is rotated from d = 0.
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